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Being a medical student shadowing in an operating room is always a challenge. If there is a wrong place to stand, you are probably standing there. If you can be helpful with a task, it takes you ten times longer than anyone else. However, a few months ago, I was shadowing and found the operating room challenging for a different reason. I was the only female in the room, observing two male residents and a male fellow. I was expecting to be asked questions about anatomy, so I studied the surgical site preparing myself to answer. Unfortunately, those questions never came. Instead, the young doctors began to talk about the staff surgeons in their specialty. Specifically, they were discussing who was the best-looking female surgeon.

In retrospect, I think what was most concerning about this experience is that at the time, I was neither surprised nor offended. This experience fit neatly into the stereotype of surgeons that I had already internalized. I stood there quietly, still wondering if they might ask me questions related to the procedure being performed, even though I had already begun ruling out this specialty, and surgery in general, as a possible career path for me.

It was months later that I realized that this was just another example of how entrenched gender inequity is in medicine and medical culture. I witnessed "locker room talk" within the confines of a supposedly progressive academic setting doled out by people who are serving as mentors and role models to future doctors. I found myself in a situation that blatantly indicated that women are not respected in medicine, and especially not in surgery. The residents and fellow I was observing reduced their female staff surgeons to providing value solely through their appearances and not their training, experience, or abilities. This experience reminded me of how often I am assumed to be a nurse, the times I was introduced to an older male patient with a wink, and how often I am encouraged to pursue “female-friendly” specialties like pediatrics instead of surgery. The frequent gender-based microaggressions had worn me down to the point that I was normalizing, and maybe even expecting, the “locker room talk” I witnessed.

In Canada, women have made up the majority of entering medical school classes since 1995, and in 2016, 58% of first-year medical students in the country were female. Despite this, the gender inequity that exists in medicine begins in medical school. Female medical students may be encouraged to choose “female-friendly” specialties, such as family medicine and pediatrics, and dissuaded from choosing surgical specialties due to their perceived incompatibility with gendered beliefs of what women seek in career paths, such as family-friendly schedules. This gender disparity persists later in residency training and as attending physicians. Women in medicine do not receive the same recognition as their male colleagues in terms of leadership and salary. These patterns might be reflecting the gendered pathways female medical students are encouraged to pursue, which tend to be lower paid and underappreciated, as are most professions and careers dominated by women.
Perhaps most concerning is a recent study from the United States which found that 50% of female medical students experienced sexual harassment during their training. Though we don’t have comparable data on the proportion of Canadian medical students experiencing sexual harassment, the situation is likely similar. It is alarming to contemplate that at least half of female medical students in Canada may be harassed during medical training. This issue has serious consequences not only for female students’ mental health and workplace safety, but also their education and career choices.

When women were fighting to just attend medical school, they required formidable resilience as they faced outright rejection and sexism from medical schools. Today, the resiliency of women in medicine is about battling the many microaggressions that make you feel like you do not belong. It is imperative that the existence of gender-based discrimination and sexual harassment, through an intersectional lens, is acknowledged during medical school and that gender equity and allyship training is required for all students. An intersectional approach would acknowledge the cumulative manner in which different forms of oppression can intersect and combine. For example, gender-based discrimination is often exacerbated for women of colour or with other devalued intersectional identities. Medical students may feel uncomfortable talking about gender inequity as well as other forms of oppression and may not know how to recognize or respond to the harassment of their colleagues. It is essential to train all medical students in allyship to ensure that the future generation of physicians can act as advocates for their colleagues and set new standards for what is acceptable “operating room talk.”
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